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Wayan Cishe Fransiska Saputri
ABSTRACT

Wayan Cishe Fransiska Saputri, 2016, Translating Documents in Language Centre (UPTP2B) of Sebelas Maret University, English Diploma Program, Faculty of Cultural Sciences, Sebelas Maret University.

This internship report is made to report the internship activities in UNS Language Centre. This internship was conducted beginning from 11th January 2016 to 04th March 2016. UNS Language Centre is located in UNS Campus area near the Faculty of Cultural Sciences.

This internship gives me experience of translation in real work and of how to work in a team. The internship activities in UNS Language Centre are translating documents, editing by discussion, and evaluating final translation. The documents translated during the internship which are discussed in this report are abstracts, family cards and resident identity cards (RIC), academic transcripts, birth and marriage certificates, child custody agreements, and decisions. Several problems encountered during translation dealing with the difficult words of technical terms, dictions, and word choices. The techniques used for solving the problems are discussion, using internet, and utilizing dictionaries.
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